WHERE LEADS GO TO DIE
T H E U N F O R T U N AT E T R U T H A B O U T H O W
B -TO - B C O M PA N I E S M A N AG E L E A D S …
A N D H O W YO U C A N TA K E A D VA N TA G E O F I T

For most B2B
marketing and sales

WHY THEN, DO THESE ORGANIZATIONS LET SO MANY OF THEIR LEADS DIE? PERHAPS IT'S BECAUSE THEY DON'T KNOW
THE FATE OF THEIR LEADS. MAYBE THIS WILL HELP:

organizations, leads
are their lifeblood.
The fuel that powers
their company's
growth engine.
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Drift tested the response time of 433 companies. More than half
didn't respond within five business days after a form submission.
In a similar study of 2,241 companies, Harvard Business Review
found that 23% never responded at all.

92% of salespeople give up after no sales on the 4th call. 60% of
customers say no four times before saying yes.2

80% of sales require 5 follow-up calls after the meeting. 44% of
sales reps give up after 1 follow-up.1

45% of B2B leads end up buying eventually from someone.3

So how does so much revenue get left on the sideline? "Marketing
often considers any name added to their database as a Lead" says
Barry Rosen, Communica's Chief Integration Officer. "These leads
are then passed straight to the sales team, whether or not they’re
ready to engage, or even qualified to buy. And since salespeople
tend to prioritize late-stage opportunities over early-stage
nurturing, those marketing leads too often wither and die, even
though they carried a lot of future potential."

But it doesn't have to be this way. More and more B2B companies
are discovering that today’s digital marketing capabilities give them
great power to manage leads proactively, in a way that produces
more sales and better return on marketing investments. In fact,
companies that have effectively addressed this lead erosion issue
are quickly accelerating away from competitors who haven't. To wit,
VentureBeat4 reports that while 80% of marketing automation users
saw their number of leads increase, 77% of them increased their
number of conversions.

1

https://blog.thebrevetgroup.com/21-mind-blowing-sales-stats

2

https://blog.zoominfo.com/sales-follow-up-statistics/

3

https://blog.marketo.com/2013/01/why-salespeople-dont-follow-up-on-good-leads.html

4

https://venturebeat.com/2015/05/05/marketing-automation-best-bets-80-of-companies-increase-leads-77-increase-conversions/
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KEYS TO A
WINNING
SALES
FUNNEL

We've isolated five key characteristics that give B2B companies a foundation to
prevent their hard-earned leads from falling through the cracks.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Marketing and sales roles that are clearly
different, but tightly aligned.

Processes for lead management
that are embedded, incented,
followed and measured.

A clear definition of a sales-qualified lead
that is understood and agreed upon by
both Marketing and Sales.

A dynamic library of content with elements
relevant to each stage of the buyer's journey and
each individual buying team participant.

Technology that manages prospect/customer
interactions and provides real-time information
to marketers and salespeople.

In the following sections, we’ll discuss each characteristic and identify action steps that can optimize
your lead generation investment.
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MARKETING
AND SALES
ALIGNMENT

Despite a massive volume of commentary and evidence of its
impact, the gap between Marketing and Sales is still a real obstacle
in the way of revenue. It's a Mars/Venus thing: different motivations,
engrained perspectives and a lack of true understanding of each
other's needs.

YOUR ACTION STEPS:
MARKETING AND SALES ALIGNMENT

And in the midst of this conflict, buyers have changed the game;
systematically redesigning how they identify problems, define
solutions and find vendors. Which means that Marketing and Sales
need each other more now than ever. Sales has always needed
Marketing’s ability to attract qualified leads, but now they need
Marketing to recognize the prospect's "digital body language" and
use it to nurture prospects all the way to the buy point. But to do that
effectively, Marketing needs greater access into the sales cycle, so
they can better focus inbound and outbound marketing activities and
craft ever more personalized and relevant messaging.

Learn how your market buys today...ask
customers and prospects about their process.
Who's involved; what information does each role
look for and when; at what stage do they want to
interact with vendors; what are the trigger points
that move them from one phase to the next?

To get Marketing and Sales on the right track, a good place to start
is with a review of your complete cycle. How does your company go
from lead generation to closing a sale, even extending to up-selling
and cross-selling to existing customers? Who is responsible for what?
Be on the lookout for gaps and overlaps between Marketing and
Sales, as well as how your process aligns with how your prospects
conduct their buying process.
From there, you'll be on your way to a collaborative process between
Marketing and Sales.

1.

2.

Overlay that on your current marketing and selling
roles and identify the misalignments.

3.

Re-cast your existing roles to match the new
buying process, working with Sales and Marketing
leadership to determine who is responsible for
each stage of the new cycle.

4.

If possible, incent outcomes you want, or at
least remove the disincentives you may have
inadvertently built into the original system.
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LEAD
MANAGEMENT
PROCESSES

There's a school of thought that marketing professionals are attracted
to their profession, in part, because of its emphasis on creativity, and
that sales professionals relish the personal freedom their profession
offers. We think there's more than a little truth to that.
Which helps explain why some marketing and sales professionals
struggle to commit to new processes mandated by the realities of
today's digital selling world:
REALITY ONE: There’s almost nothing in today’s marketing/sales
cycle that can’t be measured. So, while creativity is important, it is
now at least equally important to analyze every element of the cycle,
to identify what's working…and what's not.
REALITY TWO: While marketing craft can generate a large volume of
leads, the real test is conversion to qualified prospects, and ultimately
to buyers. In B2B today, this "funnel science" determines success.
REALITY THREE: Buyers are in charge. Because buyers can find
virtually any information they want, you no longer have the power
to control their flow of information. Rather, you must track and
understand their behaviors and deliver information they need, when
they need it, in their preferred form and channel. Doing that takes a
deeper level of process than many B2B marketing and sales teams
have ever done.
The good news is that today’s funnel management tools can help
automate process, or at least make sure no steps fall through the
cracks unnoticed. But they don’t fix process; if the marketing/sales
workflow is broken or missing, automation just makes it fail faster
and more comprehensively. Your challenge is to figure out how to
engage prospects throughout their journey, then build processes that
replicate those steps across your marketing platform.

© 2020 COMMUNICA INC.

YOUR ACTION STEPS:
LEAD MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

1.

Workflow your current marketing and sales
processes and look for gaps where leads or
prospects can fall out of the funnel …places
where no specific action is scheduled, or where
assumptions or dead ends can halt progress.

2.

Now redraft the processes with the gaps
filled to give you a clear picture of what you'll need
to execute.

3.

Determine whether you can shift to these new
processes all at once or if it will be better to
migrate in incremental stages.

4.

Identify where your capabilities are missing
or inadequate and determine how to fill
(Internal? External?).
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DEFINITION
OF A
SALESREADY LEAD

In today's B2B environment, where so much of the buyer's journey
takes place before first contact with a salesperson – 57% according
to a 2017 study by CEB – it is essential to calibrate the efforts of your
marketing and sales teams. This serves three important purposes: it
applies your resources in the most efficient manner; it avoids losing
"not-ready" leads that your sales team may dismiss as "not worthy";
and it matches your process to the buyer's, thereby raising your
chance of success.
Calibrating correctly means that Marketing and Sales must
have a shared vision that defines a Lead. This of course involves
firmographic fit information such as size, industry, location, etc., along
with individual contact characteristics like title or job function. But it
also should consider behavioral elements, like the prospect's level
of engagement activity such as content downloads, website visits,
social media engagement, etc., the type of content they engage with,
or specific triggers such as viewing a product demo or attending a
particular webinar.
Whatever the criteria, common definitions for "marketing-qualified
leads" (those whose characteristics fit the profile of a potential
customer) and "sales-qualified leads" (those whose characteristics,
circumstances, behaviors and activity all indicate both fit and
active interest) enable you to create an efficient and effective lead
management process. With those in hand, business leaders can
determine which department is responsible for advancing which
leads, the kind of content needed to do so, when and how handoffs
are made and how progress will be measured.

YOUR ACTION STEPS:
DEFINING A SALES-READY LEAD

1.

Bring Sales and Marketing together to determine
your criteria for defining leads, marketingqualified leads, sales-qualified leads and buyers,
and clearly define what triggers promotion from
one category to another.

2.

Qualify incoming leads and route accordingly. If
practical, go back and re-qualify contacts in your
existing sales funnel; if necessary, demote stale
prospects and start over.

3.

Track and measure relentlessly, and tune your
scorecard as appropriate, you may learn that the
sales team needs to get involved earlier than you
originally thought (or perhaps later).

4.

Use what you learn about prospects and buyers
to tune your lead generation system with the goal
of acquiring leads with a higher close ratio, even if
that means fewer leads.
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LEAD NURTURING CONTENT

If you're looking for the root cause of lead
erosion, you could easily settle on the fact
that B2B buying cycles are typically long
and multi-faceted, often advancing in
spurts of action followed, seemingly,
by periods of inaction.
It's nearly impossible for a sales rep to consistently and
meaningfully connect with all parties throughout the cycle,
particularly when a real sales opportunity may be weeks or
months – or longer! – away.
Yet no one would argue that combatting lead erosion requires
effectively engaging prospects as they go through their journey.
But how?
The answer is content. Content that educates, guides, clarifies,
assures or inspires the prospect. Content that is useful to
them as they try to solve their business issues. Content that
reinforces your position as a trusted partner.
Content that makes them want to continue interacting with you.

© 2020 COMMUNICA INC.
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OF COURSE, THERE ARE MANY DIFFERENT TYPES OF CONTENT, AND THE RIGHT OPTIONS FOR YOU DEPEND ON YOUR PRODUCT OR
SERVICE AND AUDIENCES. NEW RESEARCH5 ON CONTENT USAGE AND EFFECTIVENESS CAN SHED SOME LIGHT:

TOP TYPES OF CONTENT B2B MARKETERS USE:

95%

89%

81%

73%

71%

69%

Social Media Content

Blog Posts/Short Articles

Email Newsletters

In-Person Events

Videos

Case Studies

HIGHEST PERFORMING CONTENT TYPES TO BUILD AWARENESS

HIGHEST PERFORMING CONTENT TYPES TO SECURE LEADS

31%

B l o g Po s t s / S h o r t A r t i c l e s

25%

S o c i a l Me d i a C o nte nt
(e . g . , t we et s , s to r i e s )

50%

100%

0%

HIGHEST PERFORMING CONTENT TYPES TO NURTURE LEADS

23%

C a s e St u d i e s

tied at

9%
0%

11%

We b i n a r s /On l i n e Eve nt s
50%

10 0 %

25%

I n - Pe r s o n Eve nt s

13%

I n - Pe r s o n Eve nt s
& C a s e St u d i e s

50 %

HIGHEST PERFORMING CONTENT TYPES TO CONVERT LEADS

31%

B l o g Po s t s / S h o r t A r t i c l e s

13%

E b o o k s /G u i d e s

0%

Em a i l News l et te r s

16%

We b i n a r s /On l i n e Eve nt s

8%

I n - Pe r s o n Eve nt s

19%

I n - Pe r s o n Eve nt s

100%

0%

50 %

10 0 %

5

https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/2020_B2B_Research_Final.pdf
Source: B2B Content Marketing 2020 Benchmarks, Budgets and Trends – North America
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LEAD
NURTURING
CONTENT Cont.

Most B2B purchases involve multiple people, with different
perspectives: e.g., technical, operational, economic, strategic.
According to a 2017 article6 in the Harvard Business Review
“the number of people involved in B2B solutions purchases has
climbed from an average of 5.4 two years ago to 6.8 today, and
these stakeholders come from a lengthening roster of roles,
functions, and geographies.” So be sure to consider how to make
your content relevant to each. The Content Marketing Institute7
found the average number of audiences B2B marketers create
content for is four, a number that rises to five in large companies
and falls to three in small companies.

YOUR ACTION STEPS:
LEAD NURTURING CONTENT

1.

Create a content grid with Buyer Stage (e.g.,
awareness, consideration, build intent, preference,
purchase) along one axis and Buyer Perspective
(e.g., end user, operational, strategic/executive,
financial) along the other axis. Place on the grid
any existing content you have based on when and
to whom it is relevant and effective.

2.

Research and brainstorm new content you need.
Ask your sales team about the most common
customer challenges, research Google search
activity related to your industry and solutions,
review your own website utilization statistics. Use
that to identify topics and content types and add
them to the content grid.

3.

Determine and prioritize the content types that
are feasible for you to create (either internally or
externally) and initiate production.

© 2020 COMMUNICA INC.

6

https://hbr.org/2017/03/the-new-sales-imperative

7

https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/
2019/10/2020_B2B_Research_Final.pdf
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ENABLING
TECHNOLOGY

Technology is the engine that makes all this work and greatly reduces
lead erosion. Marketing automation platforms are powerful and
affordable tools that make it possible for the right message to get to
the right person at the right time. With content as its fuel, marketing
automation can let you interact with prospects and customers based

on their company, role, buying stage and behaviors. And with robust
tracking capabilities, you can truly measure performance and detect
triggers that indicate it is time to insert a sales rep into the process.
With marketing automation, you can turn lead erosion challenges into
a competitive advantage.

YOUR ACTION STEPS: ENABLING TECHNOLOGY

1.

Cleanse your CRM or customer database, making
sure all information is complete and accurate.
Include opt-in email addresses whenever possible.
Be sure to identify your prospects with any
relevant data fields so the appropriate content can
be automatically delivered. For example, if you
have created a nurture e-mail series by industry,
it won’t work if the prospect’s industry isn’t part of
their contact record.

2.

3.

Plan for integrating other technologies into your
marketing automation platform, particularly
your CRM system. With both systems working
together, your sales and marketing teams will
be able to operate more cohesively, and you will
be able to generate very useful data to identify
how effectively the elements of your marketing
program are contributing to sales and revenue
performance.

Marketing automation can be complex and
requires strategy, writing, design and analytical
skills in addition to technical knowledge.
Determine if you have the internal capability to
operate the technology. If not, an outside provider
with a team of experts can likely accelerate and
improve your program.

© 2020 COMMUNICA INC.
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The heavy emphasis on lead generation
within many B2B organizations can often
mask problems with lead erosion. It’s easy
to assume, given the resources invested in
bringing leads into the funnel, that they are
being managed effectively from there. We
hope this guide helps make sure that is the
case for your company. Unquestionably, B2B
companies that excel at lead management
create a distinct advantage for themselves,
with much higher hit ratios and revenue and
more efficient marketing operations than
average performers.
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ABOUT COMMUNICA
Communica is a full-service marketing and advertising firm
that helps clients engage with their customer markets, grow
awareness, increase sales and build preference for their brands.
We have an in-depth understanding of brand development,
positioning and management and how to align a seller’s
strategies with their buyers’ journeys. We have created awardwinning, high-impact marketing programs for a wide range
of international, national, regional and local consumer and
business-to-business accounts, having been named one
of America’s top business-to-business agencies 10 times.
Communica has been a fixture in downtown Toledo for over 30
years, with satellite offices in Charlotte, Columbus, and Detroit.

800.800.7890 | www.communica.world

CHARLOTTE
7716 Wallace Lane
Denver, NC 28037

COLUMBUS
16 West Orchard Lane
Columbus, OH 43214

DETROIT
888 West Big Beaver Road
Suite 777
Troy, MI 48084

TOLEDO (HQ)
31 North Erie Street
Toledo, OH 43604

